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Unit 03, Class 21

The Most Infamous Man
Purpose: Does change cause 
resentment?worldHistory20
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Part One: Homework
Before reading answer this question:

1. What I know about Adolf Hitler is....

After reading the assigned sections, complete the tasks that follow.
 Adolf Hitler, pp. 762-763
 Hitler’s Third Reich, pp. 763-764
 Purging German Culture, pp. 764

1.What are the main ideas of Mein Kampf?

 

2. Why is it called the Third Reich?
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Choose one section and take notes. After taking notes, write a summary statement based on your notes.

Economic and Social Policy
Notes:        Summary Statement

Purging gErman culturE
Notes:        Summary Statement
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Part Two: Changes in Germany, Not the Traditional
Examine each section below.  How might someone who values tradition view these changes?

Architecture

Dress in Public
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Entertainment

Assessment

How might someone who values tradition view these changes?

Part Three: Reaction and the Rise of Hitler
Section A: The Treaty of Versailles to Mein Kampf
Examine the video. How might these events impact Germans?
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Section B: Political Parties of Weimar Germany
Using abbreviations, place the German 
political parties on the spectrum.

left center right

(DDP)

Section C: Hitler’s Rise to Power
For 1928 and 1930, graph the percentage gained by these parties: the (DDP), SPD, KPD, and the NSDAP.
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For 1932 and 1933, graph the percentage gained by these parties: the (DDP), SPD, KPD, and the NSDAP.
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Assessment

Was Hitler’s rise to power quick?  Supported by majorities of Germans?

Section D: Using a Crisis to Obtain a Majority
Examine these three documents.  How might this constitutional article, presidential decree and law enable someone to 
consolidate power?

Article 48
 In the event of a State not fulfilling 
the duties imposed upon it by the Re-
ich Constitution or by the laws of the 
Reich, the President of the Reich may 
make use of the armed forces to com-
pel it to do so.
 If public security and order are se-
riously disturbed or endangered within 
the German Reich, the President of the 
Reich may take measures necessary for 
their restoration, intervening if need 
be with the assistance of the armed 
forces. For this purpose he may sus-
pend for a while, in whole or in part, 
the fundamental rights provided in Ar-
ticles 114, 115, 117, 118, 123, 124 
and 153.

Order of the Reich President for the 
Protection of People and State

On the basis of Article 48 paragraph 2 
of the Constitution of the German Re-
ich, the following is ordered in defense 
against Communist state-endangering 
acts of violence:

§ 1. Articles 114, 115, 117, 118, 
123, 124 and 153 of the Constitution 
of the German Reich are suspend-
ed until further notice. It is therefore 
permissible to restrict the rights of 
personal freedom [habeas corpus], 
freedom of (opinion) expression, in-
cluding the freedom of the press, the 
freedom to organize and assemble, 
the privacy of postal, telegraphic and 
telephonic communications. Warrants 
for House searches, orders for confis-
cations as well as restrictions on prop-
erty, are also permissible beyond the 
legal limits otherwise prescribed.

Law to Remedy the Distress of the 
People and the Nation

 The Reichstag has enacted the fol-
lowing law, which is hereby proclaimed 
with the assent of the Reichsrat, it hav-
ing been established that the require-
ments for a constitutional amendment 
have been fulfilled:

Article 1
 In addition to the procedure pre-
scribed by the constitution, laws of the 
Reich may also be enacted by the gov-
ernment of the Reich. This includes 
the laws referred to by Articles 85 
Paragraph 2 and Article 87 of the con-
stitution.

Article 2
 Laws enacted by the government of 
the Reich may deviate from the consti-
tution as long as they do not affect the 
institutions of the Reichstag and the 
Reichsrat. The rights of the President 
remain undisturbed.

Constitution Presidential Decree Law (Enabling Act)
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